
Prophecy for Databricks
A complete, low-code data engineering platform

•  Visual drag-and-drop IDE allows easy development of pipelines on 
Databricks

•  Visual generates 100% native, open source, Spark code that is 
editable

•  Interactive development, execution, and debugging on live Spark 
clusters to ensure code works as intended

Visual == 100% Open-Source Spark Code

Capabilities

Solution Brief

”No one comes 
close to Prophecy’s 
capabilities with 
plug-and-play 
integration into 
Databricks, 
extensibility, and 
native Spark code 
that we control.”

- Waterfall Asset 
Management

As data continues to grow, companies are turning to Apache Spark for 
large scale data processing.  But, to get the most of Spark’s power and 
flexibility, data engineers need to code in notebooks, limiting their 
productivity and the steep learning curve prevents others from using 
it.
 
Prophecy for Databricks enables anyone, from expert data engineers 
to non-programmer data analysts and scientists, to visually and 
interactively develop, deploy and monitor data pipelines on Apache 
Spark.



A global technology company had a new data engineering group responsible for building data 
pipelines that would leverage customer call center data to guide and predict customer behavior. The 
Data Architect had decided to use Apache Spark, through Databricks, but this team only had one 
experienced Spark developer.  Prophecy for Databricks’ visual drag-and-drop UI enabled the entire 
team, even the non-programmers, to interactively create data pipelines from their operational 
systems, apply common transformations, and load the data into their Snowflake data warehouse. 
Prophecy also automatically generated unit tests for all visual components, ensuring errors can be 
spotted quickly.  The data engineering team found that Prophecy for Databricks enabled their entire 
team to utilize Spark to visually build data pipelines, without having to become developers, greatly 
shortening the time for this team to be productive.

Customer Example: 
Technology Software Company

•  Add new or enhance gems (visual elements) representing sources, 
targets, and transforms to encapsulate complex data patterns to scale 
for an entire data org

•  Graphs of multiple visual elements can be standardized and reused 
across many pipelines, leading to higher quality pipelines

Extensible Gems and Standardized Code

•  Seamless integration with Databricks Workflows for scheduling

•  End-to-end monitoring of data pipelines to ensure they are running 
and working as intended in production

•  Metadata search and column-level lineage to ensure data can be 
tracked all the way back to the source

End-to-End Monitoring and Metadata

•  Integration with your GIT to track and version changes

•  Test coverage to ensure all changes are unit tested

•  CI/CD to move changes from development to production with high 
confidence

Code-Based Git, Testing, and CI/CD



www.prophecy.io

Prophecy makes it really easy to develop schedules with just a few clicks.  It is simple to build complex 
dependency pipeline graphs. Data practitioners can schedule pipelines with Databricks Workflows 
(recommended).  For more advanced options, Apache Airflow is also available.

Databricks Workflows

Whether a company is simply reading and writing to Delta tables, or they want to use more complex 
constructs like slowly-changing dimensions, Prophecy automatically applies all the best practices to 
tables (like Z-ordering) and generates the most efficient, Databricks-approved code. 

Delta Integration

From the Databricks User Interface (UI), companies can easily access Prophecy through Partner 
Connect. The integration has been validated so data practitioners can start using Prophecy public 
SaaS with just a few clicks.

Partner Connect

Architecture of Prophecy for Databricks

Prophecy for Databricks integrates seamlessly with existing Databricks deployments

Databricks Integration


